Book launch: Border Carbon Adjustments and
Climate Clubs - In the EU context
STOCKHOLM, 12.00-13.00
ABOUT THE EVENT
Common problems for national and regional policy interventions against carbon emissions
include the free-riding problem and the risk of carbon leakage. In “EU’s climate policy and
trade - the rationale for border carbon adjustments and climate clubs”, the author Rikard
Forslid discusses border carbon adjustments (BCAs) and climate clubs as policies to tackle
these risks and to level the playing field for foreign and domestic firms within the EU market.
Fores invites you to the book launch webinar of EU’s climate policy and trade - the rationale
for BCA:s and climate clubs, where we together with a panel of experts discuss the terms,
policy suggestions and what role BCAs and climate clubs could have in future climate work.

EVENT SCHEDULE
NOVEMBER 24TH
12:00

Introduction
Ruben Henriksson, Director of the climate programme, FORES

12:03

Introduction by ELF

12:05

Presentation of the book
Rikard Forslid, Author

12:20

Comments by expert
Harro van Asselt, professor in climate law and policy, University of Eastern Finland

12:30

Panel discussion - what is the future for BCAs and climate clubs within the EU climate
cooperation?
Rikard Forslid (professor in economics at Stockholm university, author of “EU’s climate
policy and trade - the rationale for border carbon adjustments and climate clubs”),
Harro van Asselt (professor in climate law and policy at University of Eastern Finland,
affiliated researcher at Stockholm Environment Institute),
Pamela Campa (Ph.D in Economics, assistant professor at Stockholm School of Economics),
Fredrik Gisselman (Trade Policy Adviser at the Swedish National Board of Trade)

12:50

Questions from the audience

Moderator: Ruben Henriksson, Director of the climate programme, FORES
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